Summary

In this work, integration of PZT (Pb[Zr0.52Ti0.48]O3) piezomaterial in silicon technology has been studied. To realize this integration, the Pulsed Laser Deposition technique has been used.

Oxide buffer layers are needed for epitaxial growth of electrode material and PZT. 8% yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ, Y2O3-ZrO2) and cerium oxide (CeO2) were chosen as buffer layers because they have close lattice match with silicon and good chemical stability. Strontium ruthenate (SrRuO3) was chosen because this oxide has a close lattice match with buffer layer materials and PZT.

Goal is to form an epitaxial multilayer with (001) orientations, i.e. stacking of materials with the same crystal orientations. The (001) orientation of the multilayer is necessary to obtain a maximum piezoeffect of the PZT. Epitaxy and growth problems of thin buffer films during pulsed laser deposition are emphasized.

Before starting pulsed laser depositions of buffer layers, amorphous silicon oxide is present on the surface of a silicon substrate that prevents an epitaxial relation of buffer layer material and silicon. YSZ can build in the oxygen atoms of this silicon oxide and grow with (001) orientation on silicon (Si[001]//YSZ[001]). The degree of this epitaxy can be controlled by varying deposition time in an oxygen deficient environment. Cerium oxide does not possess this unique feature and grows not in a (001) orientation but in a (111) orientation (Si[001]//CeO2[001]).

The orientation of a grown SRO electrode on either YSZ (001) or cerium oxide (111), is not the expected (001) orientation rather an (110) orientation derived from a pseudo-cubic structure inside a larger SRO orthorhombic lattice (YSZ[001]//SRO[110] or CeO2[111]//SRO[110]).

For PZT, it is unlikely to grow (001) oriented on a bottom electrode that is (110) oriented, like SRO (SRO[110]/PZT[110]).
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1. Introduction

In MEMS technology, actuation is usually electrostatic. A limitation of these devices is the electrostatic instability. To meet requirements that are set nowadays, the need of another actuation principle is becoming more important.

One solution is the use of piezomaterials for actuators. There are many innovative ideas for the integration of piezomaterials on silicon technology. However, there is little knowledge of reliability and reproducibility for the integration of piezomaterials on silicon.

Therefore, the integration of a thin film of piezomaterial in silicon technology is studied in this work. As a piezomaterial, a solid solution of lead zirconate and lead titanate (PZT) is used, because this material offers the largest piezoeffect of all piezomaterials.

For a successful integration of PZT, silicon (001) and buffer layers are used to orient the crystal structure of PZT in the (001) direction for a maximum piezoeffect. In this work, cerium oxide and 8% yttrium stabilized zirconia are chosen as buffer layer materials. Both materials show good epitaxy with silicon. This epitaxy is related to the small mismatch between the crystal lattices of silicon and the buffer materials.

Further, a bottom electrode is needed to measure piezoeffects of PZT. Strontium ruthenate is chosen as bottom electrode for PZT because this oxide can continue an epitaxial crystalline orientation with chosen buffer layer materials.

To grow these materials into an epitaxial multilayer, the pulsed laser deposition technique (PLD) is used. It is advantageous for pulsed laser deposition to deposit oxides, because oxygen stoichiometry can be controlled.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are used to characterize the overall orientation of prepared multilayers. In addition atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to characterize surfaces of deposited materials.

Chapter 2 will give a background about pulsed laser deposition. Chapter 3 will review materials characteristics of yttrium stabilized zirconia, cerium oxide, strontium ruthenate, and PZT. Chapter 4 discusses sample treatment and PLD-settings. Chapter 5 presents the achieved results and will be discussed in chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes this work.
2. Pulsed Laser Deposition

Pulsed laser deposition is conceptually a simple technique involving the collection on a nearby substrate of material ejected (ablated) from a pulsed laser irradiated target.

It offers several advantages: material transfer from target to substrate is stoichiometric; it does not require an ultra-high vacuum environment; the gas environment can be changed and offers a broad pressure range, and multilayers are readily grown by irradiation of consecutive targets. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic PLD setup similar to the one used for the experiments in this work. The laser source is a KrF excimer laser with a wavelength of 248 nm (Lambda Physik Compex 201).

![Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a PLD set-up. Load lock chamber is not present in actual used PLD system [2].](image)

The PLD equipment used has some disadvantages: the film thickness uniformity is not optimum and the film area that can be deposited is relatively small (~10×10 mm²). Only three targets can be mounted into the PLD system used. To continue deposition with a fourth target, the PLD system has to be opened, and vacuum pumped again.

In the next chapters, the principle of PLD will be addressed, followed by the deposition and growth of thin films.

2.1 Principle of Pulsed Laser Deposition

As mentioned, material is ejected from an irradiated target: a laser beam is focused through a lens onto the target, a pulse of this beam (pulse length = 15-200 ns) results in evaporation of material from the target. The vapor above the target surface is further heated by absorption of the laser energy during the pulse and forms a plasma due to the very high temperatures reached (20,000-40,000 K) [4]. This layer expands perpendicular to the target, driven by a pressure gradient. This process is called ablation (figure 2.2). Important parameters for the amount of ablated material are the fluency (typically 1-3 J/cm²), the spot size (typically 2-6 mm²) of the incident laser beam and the density of the target itself [2].
Before this ablation process starts, the PLD chamber must be vacuum pumped to replace the air in the chamber by pure oxygen or argon (the used PLD system has to be opened to remove or replace targets and substrates). The gas introduced before ablation in this vacuum is called the background gas. The type and pressure of the background gas are with the fluency and laser spot size important parameters of the ablation process, because the chosen gas determines the shape of the plasma plume (figure 2.3) and thus the spreading of ablated species in the plasma [2-5]. Higher gas pressures result in a smaller mean free path of ionized particles and other species in the plasma, which result in a narrower distribution of the plume. This is illustrated in figure 2.3. The same is applicable to the molecular or atomic weight of the background gas. A plume evolving in heavier gas molecules or atoms at the same pressure will result in a narrower distributed plume.

To collect the desired quantity of ablated material from this plasma, the distance between the ablated target and the substrate is an important parameter.

The oxygen stoichiometry of this ablated material can be influenced by changing oxygen gas pressure and oxygen gas flow. If needed, oxygen gas can be replaced by argon gas by the used PLD system.

**2.2 Thin Film Deposition and Growth in Pulsed Laser Deposition**

During material ablation from target to substrate, atoms can adsorb on the surface of the substrate depending on their kinetic energy. This may involve a ‘gentle’ adsorption onto the surface or a violent embedding and damage of the pre-existing film. Larger particles may fragment on impact.

When the substrate-ablated atom interaction is strong enough, and the lattice mismatch between the lattice parameters of substrate and film is small enough, the crystalline orientation of the film can be controlled by the crystalline orientation of
the substrate: epitaxial growth. Providing substrate temperature is right for epitaxy [1].

Assuming a ‘gentle’ adsorption and epitaxial relation, figure 2.4 illustrates typical atomic processes on a perfect substrate surface of submonolayer growth.

Figure 2.4: Typical atomic processes during epitaxial growth [6].

Atoms are deposited with a deposition flux $F$. Once on the surface, the atoms can diffuse (b). Adatoms can meet other adatoms (c), or attach to existing islands (d). Once an adatom is attached to an island they can detach from the island edge (e) or diffuse along the island edge (f). Corresponding processes of deposited adatoms on islands take place as well (g), (h); at high temperatures some adatoms can re-evaporate (i) [6].
3. Materials overview: Characteristics and Mechanisms

3.1 Silicon

In this work, p-type silicon (001) oriented substrate is used with a resistance of 2-10 \( \Omega \text{ cm}^2 \). The crystal structure of silicon is a cubic diamond structure with a lattice constant of 5.41 Å. Figure 3.1 illustrates the diamond structure of silicon.

![Cubic diamond structure of silicon (001).](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Cubic diamond structure of silicon (001).

Critical for epitaxial growth of a buffer layer is the crystalline quality of the silicon substrate. Silicon can oxidize readily into an amorphous layer of silicon oxide. During storage in air the substrates will oxidize inevitably, called native oxide. This oxide layer can prevent epitaxial growth of buffer layer material by PLD. Therefore, the silicon substrates are etched by a 1% hydrogen fluoride solution to remove native oxide. During transport in air of a silicon substrate to the PLD system and during heating at low pressures (\(<10^{-5} \text{ bar}\)) inside the PLD system, re-oxidation after etching is a possibility.

Because silicon oxidation is an important aspect for the integration of PZT on silicon technology, etching and oxidation mechanisms are reviewed.
3.1.1 **Hydrogen fluoride etching of native silicon oxide**

The dissolution of silicon dioxide by aqueous HF is based on the overall reaction [7,9]:

\[
\text{SiO}_2(s) + 6\text{HF}(l) \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{SiF}_6(aq) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}(l)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Although the mechanisms of silicon etching are not fully understood and other reactions could be possible [10,11], the removal of native silicon oxide is suggested to proceed stepwise according to reaction (1) and figure 3.2:

![Figure 3.2: Possible etching steps of silicon (001) native oxide, after [12].](image)

In low molarity hydrogen fluoride solutions, the native oxide layer is moderately etched. Etching of the oxide layer may occur non-uniformly due to difference in oxide thickness or lateral variations in oxide stoichiometry (SiO\text{x}). Although silicon (001) has a higher surface chemical reactivity than e.g. silicon (111) and (110) because more dangling bonds at the surface are present, the concentration of the HF solution used (1%) is sufficiently low to prevent surface roughening of the silicon during etching.

After two minutes in the HF-solution, the samples are rinsed in ultra-pure water followed by alcohol and dried with nitrogen to prevent further etching of the surface.

The surface of the silicon substrate is hydrogen terminated thus hydrophobic (figure 3.3). Hydrogen termination protects the silicon surface against oxidation. Although oxygen has a low sticking coefficient in respect to hydrogen terminated surfaces [13,14] (sticking coefficient $\approx 10^{-14}$-$10^{-12}$), attention should be paid to further processing the etched sample. Hydrogen termination makes it sensitive to hydrocarbon contamination, due to hydrophobic interactions [15].

![Figure 3.3: Hydrogen terminated silicon (001) surface [16].](image)
3.1.2 Initial oxidation of hydrogen-terminated silicon in ambient environment

During rinsing with ultra-pure water (UPW), it is possible that hydrogen-terminated silicon oxidizes in the presence of dissolved oxygen [17-19]. For native silicon oxide to reform, water or water molecules are needed in addition to molecular oxygen [18-21]. Water or water vapor acts as a catalyst; therefore environmental humidity is a factor in silicon oxidation. To illustrate the influence of water, figure 3.4 shows a development of silicon oxide thickness for p-type and n-type bare silicon in an ambient environment (19 ºC, 39% humidity). It can be seen that silicon oxidizes rapidly, forming a 2 Å thick native oxide layer almost immediately.

![Figure 3.4: Oxidation of p-type vs. n-type wafer surfaces in time in open air at 19 ºC and 39% humidity [18].](image)

Based on thermodynamics, oxygen and water can both oxidize silicon to form SiO₂ according to the reactions [21]:

\[
Si + O_2 \rightarrow SiO_2 \quad \Delta G_{25\text{ Celsius}} = -857 \text{ kJ/mol} \quad (2)
\]

\[
Si + 2H_2O \rightarrow SiO_2 + 2H_2 \quad \Delta G_{25\text{ Celsius}} = -382 \text{ kJ/mol} \quad (3)
\]

Both reactions have a negative free energy at room temperature and are thus spontaneous. It seems silicon oxidation is determined by kinetics rather than thermodynamics.

The mechanism of oxidation is thoroughly investigated in literature. The hydrogen terminated surface or Si-H bonds are stable against oxidation, but the Si-Si back bonds are significantly less stable and easier attacked by oxygen and water [22-26]. High-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) studies revealed the formation of Si-O-Si back bonds at room temperature leaving Si-H bonds intact beneath surface oxygen coverage of 0.4 [24,25]. Higher oxygen coverage resulted in an oxidation similar to that of clean silicon surface. If all Si-Si backbonds are oxidized, oxidation can continue forming Si-OH on the surface [26]. Figure 4.4 shows a schematic drawing of the oxidation process.
3.1.3 Thermal oxidation of silicon

When the substrate has been mounted in the PLD chamber, the PLD chamber is vacuum pumped (<10^{-5} bar). Heating of the substrate starts and oxidation of the silicon substrate will continue (even in a low oxygen concentration). During heating the hydrogen desorbs from the substrate surface at ~300 °C [20, 24, 25, 27], making the silicon surface vulnerable to oxidation by oxygen and water.

During heating (300 °C → 800 °C), when all the hydrogen atoms are desorbed, thermal oxidation of silicon is the main mechanism that forms silicon oxide. Figure 3.6 shows the general picture of silicon oxide formation with five distinct steps: sticking of oxygen molecules, incorporation, diffusion, reaction and growth of silicon oxide.

Two mechanisms are suggested concerning thermal oxidation: Deal-Grove [28] and Mott-Cabrera [29]. In thick oxide layers (>30 nm) the Deal-grove mechanism dominates, which is based on a diffusion model created by a concentration gradient of oxygen at the gas/oxide interface and the oxide/silicon interface. For thinner layers (<3 nm), concentrations gradients are not important and electron tunneling is the major driving force for oxygen incorporation: the Mott-Cabrera mechanism. The electric field created by the electron transfer drives oxygen diffusion across the film and causes it to thicken, as mentioned in references [30, 31].
At high temperatures and at low pressures, two regimes of silicon oxidation can dominate: the passive oxidation regime and the active oxidation regime. These oxidation regimes are characterized by the following equations [32,33]:

\[ \text{Si} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{SiO}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(passive oxidation)} \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ \text{Si} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{SiO}(g) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(active oxidation)} \hspace{1cm} (5)

Passive oxidation means the growth of oxide on the silicon surface; active oxidation is the evaporation of silicon mono-oxide from the surface. Which regime dominates for a particular temperature and pressure is depicted in figure 3.7.

![Figure 3.7: Phase diagram for silicon oxidation (solid line).](image)

Calculations on Si-O bonding distances and relative energies show that the previously formed silicon-oxygen backbonds play an important role in the active oxidation region. A proposed mechanism is shown in figure 3.8. If an oxygen molecule absorbs on the surface (a), it forms an on-dimer bond (e) or an on-top bond (b). The on-top bond shifts into a backbond (lower energy) (c) and causes the evaporation of SiO (etching in figure 3.8) (d). The on-dimer bond can relax to a more stable dimer-bond (f) due to the high temperature of the substrate (800 °C). This high temperature delivers enough energy to initiate bond switching (b-e or e-b), diffusion, nucleation and growth processes [32].
Figure 3.8: Proposed mechanism for the passive-active surface oxidation of silicon. Two bonds will form initially: on-top and on-dimer. The on-top structure is either converted into a backbond or on-dimer bond. The backbond is necessary to etch (active oxidation) the surface [32].

It is difficult to predict the rate (the silicon oxidation rate is determined by kinetics) at which silicon oxide forms. Oxide thickness and growth mode during heating for this particular process inside the PLD chamber are unknown too. The proposed mechanism for active-passive growth of silicon oxide can definitely be present during heating in background pressure.

Considering the oxidation processes described above, Si-O bonds will probably always form before deposition of buffer layer material. This fact has to be taken into consideration while growing epitaxially on silicon substrates.
3.2 Yttria stabilized Zirconia (Y$_2$O$_3$-ZrO$_2$)

In this work a zirconia target with 8% yttria content is used for deposition. The crystal structure of 8% YSZ is a cubic fluorite structure with a lattice constant of 5.14 Å. Figure 3.9 illustrates the fluorite structure of YSZ.

![Figure 3.9: Fluorite structure of 8% YSZ.](image)

The reasons to use YSZ are 1) small lattice mismatch in respect to silicon: 5%, so epitaxial growth is possible; 2) during deposition YSZ in an oxygen deficient environment, it can function as a silicon oxide ‘scavenger’. It can incorporate the oxygen of the silicon oxide into its own lattice, which can be helpful because there is a strong indication that silicon oxide has formed before any deposition is started (paragraphs 3.1.2 & 3.1.3). According to the following reactions, ‘oxygen scavenging’ is possible [34-40]:

$$SiO_2 + Zr \rightarrow Si + ZrO_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$2SiO_2 + Zr \rightarrow ZrO_2 + 2SiO(g)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 3.10 illustrates the proposed growth process of ZrO$_2$ (YSZ) thin films under 1.3·10$^{-5}$ bar O$_2$ and 900 °C.

![Figure 3.10: Proposed initial growth process of YSZ under 1.3·10$^{-5}$ bar oxygen pressure and 900 °C [37].](image)

Frequently, an oxide layer is reported between the silicon-YSZ interface. It is postulated that this re-growth of silicon oxide is due to the high O$^2-$ ion conductivity of YSZ at elevated temperatures and O$_2$ gas exposure during film growth or cooling of the samples [41]. This ion conductivity can be ascribed to oxygen vacancies in the zirconia by the introduction of yttria:
\[ Y_2O_3 + 2ZrO_2^+ + O_2^+ \rightarrow 2YZr^+ + V_0^- + 2ZrO_2 \]  

(8)

The oxide re-growth does not need to interfere with epitaxy of the grown YSZ film. As the YSZ film thickens, the substrate epitaxial influence is quickly lost, so oxide re-growth can occur as long as the grown oxide does not exceed the strain limit of the film (silicon oxide takes up a larger volume per mole than ordinary silicon, about 120%).

On the other hand, if the silicon oxide layer between silicon and YSZ is thin enough (~1-1.5 nm) it is suggested it can relax the strain between YSZ and silicon. [41,42]. This strain can be introduced by lattice mismatch or the large discrepancy in thermal expansion coefficients (YSZ: \( \sim 10 \times 10^{-6} \), Si: \( \sim 4.5 \times 10^{-6} \)).
3.3 Cerium Oxide (CeO$_2$)

The crystal structure of cerium oxide is a cubic fluorite structure (see figure 3.9) with a lattice constant of 5.41 Å, thus matching silicon almost exactly (misfit ~0.4%).

Although this almost perfect match, often cerium oxide (011) [43-46] or (111) [47-49] is reported rather than cerium oxide (001). One reason for this unfortunate relation between cerium oxide and silicon is the amorphous silicon oxide, formed on the silicon (paragraphs 3.1.2 & 3.1.3). A two dimensional cerium atom population is highest in the (111) plane; the higher Coulombic interaction between cerium and oxygen should favor the CeO$_2$ (111) growth. In addition, cerium oxide does not posses the unique ‘oxygen scavenging’ feature like YSZ.

When ceria is deposited on an oxide-free silicon (001) surface, it is assumed the dangling free bonds of silicon interact preferentially with the oxygen in the Ce-O species, arranging the ceria in the (011) orientation rather than (001).

Besides YSZ, it is also possible for cerium oxide to transport oxygen ions through the deposited layer. Observed silicon oxide growth between silicon and cerium oxide can be explained in this way [45].

During deposition, the oxygen pressure is an important parameter to ensure growth of cubic cerium oxide. Only a slight discrepancy in the stoichiometry of cerium and oxygen, and a new phase is introduced, see figure 3.11. This δ-phase is not a cubic fluorite structure but an amorphous phase.

![Figure 3.11: Phasediagram cerium oxide between CeO$_{1.5}$ and CeO$_2$. The cubic fluorite phase is always formed when stoichiometry is correct. Between CeO$_{1.818}$ en CeO$_2$, two phases exist simultaneously [50].](image-url)
3.4 Strontium Ruthenate (SrRuO₃)

The crystal structure of strontium ruthenate (SRO) is orthorhombic, with a distorted perovskite structure, due to tilted RuO₆ octahedra (at RT), with lattice parameters of \( a=5.57 \), \( b=5.53 \), and \( c=7.84 \) Å. A structure transition to the tetragonal phase occurs at 550 °C and a transition to a cubic perovskite structure occurs at 680 °C [51]. Note that SRO can be considered as a pseudo-cubic perovskite structure with a lattice constant of 3.92 Å, also indicated in figure 3.12.

![Figure 3.12: Orthorombic symmetry with a distorted perovskite structure [51]](image)

In contrast to YSZ and cerium oxide, which function as a buffer layer, SRO is the electrode of the system. An epitaxial rectangle-on-cube relation is reported [52-55]. The relation between SRO, YSZ and silicon can be described as SRO\([110]/YSZ[001]/Si[001]\]. The SRO (110) plane is based on the pseudo-cubic structure of the SRO lattice. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic drawing of the rectangle-on-cube relation of SRO and YSZ.

Its chemical stability is preserved over a wide temperature range and a high resistance to chemical corrosion and high conductivity makes it an excellent electrode.

![Figure 3.13: Schematic drawing of the rectangle-on-cube epitaxy of SRO on YSZ; a) (100) plane of YSZ; b) (110) plane of SRO (pseudo-cubic!!); c) four variants of the epitaxial rectangle-on-cube relationship of SRO on YSZ [54]](image)
3.5 PZT (Pb[Zr,Ti]O$_3$)

PZT is a solid solution of PbZrO$_3$ and PbTiO$_3$. In this work a mixture with ratio Pb(Zr$_{0.48}$Ti$_{0.52}$)O$_3$ is used. This material has rhombohedral (a=b=c; $\alpha=\beta=\gamma \neq 90^\circ$, $<120^\circ$) or tetragonal (a=b$\neq$c; $\alpha=\beta=\gamma=90^\circ$) perovskite structure depending on the ratio of the solid solution (see figure 3.14 and 3.15). Due to an asymmetry in these structures, the material is piezo-/ferroelectric. The cubic phase is symmetrical and is called paraelectric i.e. it is not piezo-/ferroelectric.

The line indicating a separation between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phase is called the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). The piezoeffect is largest around or on the MPB. This piezeffect, or piezoresponse, is caused by an applied electric field or applied stress. When an electric field (+ or -) is applied the material is polarized, resulting in strain in the material and a change in dimension (they contract or expand): the \textit{converse} piezoelectric effect. If stress is applied, the material will be polarized as well, but this results in an electric field (or current when connected with a read-out device): the \textit{direct} piezoelectric effect.

It is claimed that this large piezeffect is caused by the introduction of a monoclinic phase under $\sim$300 K [56].

\textbf{Figure 3.14:} The morphotropic phase boundary after Jaffe \textit{et al} [57].

\textbf{Figure 3.15:} Tetragonal piezoelectric/ferroelectric phase of PZT, after [58].
4. Experimental

This chapter will give an overview of etching procedures of the silicon substrate, PLD settings and characterization methods.

**Etching**
A p-type silicon wafer with resistance of 2-10 Ω cm\(^2\) is cut into substrates of 5×5 mm\(^2\).

Substrates are etched in a 1% HF-solution (Merck) during two minutes in an ultrasonic bath. After etching the substrates are rinsed with ultra-pure water and ethanol in this order. After rinsing the substrates are blow-dried with N\(_2\), transported to the PLD-chamber and mounted onto the heater.

**Pulsed laser deposition**
Targets are polished until no traces of previous ablations are visible, before mounting into the rotating target holder. Targets are pre-ablated.

**Laser:** Lambda Physik Compex 201
KrF excimer laser, wavelength = 248 nm, pulse duration = 50 ns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition parameters:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target: CeO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate: Si(001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate temperature: 550 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background pressure: &lt;10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser fluency: 1.2 J/cm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser frequency: 2Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot size: ~5.9 mm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-ablation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time: 1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure: 0.1 mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar-flow: 10 ml/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar-time: 1-6 min (16-100 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar-pressure: 0.100 mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar-flow: 10 ml/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_2)-time: 6 min (~100 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_2)-pressure: 0.1 mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_2)-flow: 10 ml/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target-substrate distance: 45 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-rate: 4 °C/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Target:    SRO    PZT
Substrate:   Si(001)   Si(001)
Substrate temperature:  600 °C    600 °C
Background pressure:  N/A    <10^{-5}
Laser fluency:   2.5 J/cm^2   3-6 J/cm^2
Laser frequency:  4 Hz    10 Hz
Spot size:   1.9 cm^2   3.0 cm^2

Pre-ablation:
  Time:   2 min    1 min
  O_2-pressure:  0.13 mbar   0.1 mbar
  O_2-flow:  15 ml/min   10 ml/min

Deposition:
  Time:   30 min (100 nm)  10-30 min (100-300 nm)
  O_2-pressure:  0.13 mbar   0.1 mbar
  O_2-flow:  15 ml/min   10 ml/min

Target-substrate distance:  49 mm    47 mm

Ramp-rate:   4 °C/min   ---

*: PZT deposition is performed ex-situ.

Characterization
XRD: Single-crystal diffractometer, CAD4, Enraf Nonius Delft: Diffractis 586, CuK_a source.

TEM: Philips CM30

AFM: Digital Instruments, Nanoscope IV, contact mode.
5. Results

5.1 Silicon

5.1.1 Native oxide vs. hydrogen-terminated

The etched surface of a silicon substrate can be characterized by measuring the roughness with AFM. Figure 5.1 shows a hydrogen-terminated surface of a silicon substrate, etched in 1% HF solution.

The difference in hydrophobicity of a native silicon oxide surface and a hydrogen-terminated surface was measured with an advancing contact angle of demineralized water. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show a native silicon oxide layer and a hydrogen-terminated surface respectively. The contact angle measured for a native silicon oxide layer is 37°. The contact angle of a hydrogen-terminated surface is 83°.

![Figure 5.1: Silicon surface after etching with 1% HF solution (measured after 45 minutes in 21 °C and 40% humidity environment).](image)

![Figure 5.2: Advancing contact angle measurement of native silicon oxide.](image)
5.1.2 Passive vs. active oxidation

A contact angle measurement was performed on an etched silicon substrate that was heated to 800 °C and cooled without ramp-rate at a pressure of $8 \times 10^{-6}$ bar. The contact angle is an average value of 42°, see figure 5.4.

**Figure 5.3:** Advancing contact angle measurement of hydrogen terminated silicon; measured after one hour in ambient environment.

**Figure 5.4:** Advancing contact angle measurement of a heated substrate at 800 °C at $8 \times 10^{-6}$ bar.
5.2 YSZ Deposition

The amount of deposited YSZ needed for oxygen scavenging can be controlled by deposition time in an argon environment. Samples with deposition times of 12, 24, 36, 48, and 60 seconds in an argon environment were prepared. The samples were characterized by XRD, TEM, and AFM. Figure 5.5 shows an optimum of (002) and (004) reflections in XRD measurements at 24 seconds. All samples were normalized to the intensity of the silicon substrate. Total deposition time in argon and oxygen is ten minutes to maintain the same thickness of YSZ layers (100 nm). Individual XRD measurements of a sample deposited for 24 and 48 seconds in an argon environment are presented in figure 5.6.

![Intensity VS. Argon time](Intensity VS. Argon time.png)

Figure 5.5: YSZ intensities normalized to silicon intensities versus deposition time of YSZ in argon gas. Note the logarithmic y-axis.
Further investigations of the individual presented samples with TEM show a dependence of crystalline orientations of YSZ with different argon deposition times, see figure 5.7. Dark areas in the upper pictures are (001) oriented. In the diffraction patterns beneath, the diffraction pattern of the 24-second argon sample is overlapping silicon (001) reflections (Si[001]/YSZ[001]). The 48-second argon sample shows different orientations besides (001).

Figure 5.6: XRD measurements of a 24" argon deposition and a 48" argon deposition.

Figure 5.7: TEM cross-sections and diffractions in [110] direction of silicon. Left) Cross-section and diffraction pattern of 24" argon sample respectively; Right) Cross-section and diffraction pattern of 48" argon sample respectively.
HREM pictures show a silicon oxide layer between the deposited YSZ and the silicon sample. The thickness of the 24-second argon and 48-second argon samples are 3 nm and 2.9 nm respectively.

![HREM pictures showing silicon oxide layer](image)

**Figure 5.8:** Silicon oxide thickness measured with HREM. Left) 24” argon deposited YSZ layer; Right) 48” argon deposited YSZ layer.

In addition, surface images were taken with AFM of the 24-second and 48-second argon samples. Both samples do not appear to be rough, although differences in height are detectable.

![AFM pictures of YSZ surfaces](image)

**Figure 5.9:** AFM pictures of YSZ surfaces. Left) AFM picture of YSZ layer deposited 24” in an argon environment and 9’36” in oxygen. Right) AFM picture of YSZ layer deposited 48” in an argon environment and 9’12” in oxygen.
5.3 Cerium Oxide Deposition

A Cerium oxide deposition was performed for six minutes in an argon environment. A second deposition was performed for one minute in an argon environment followed by an in-situ deposition of five minutes in an oxygen environment. A third deposition was performed for six minutes in an oxygen environment. All three samples were measured with XRD, showing a Si[001]/CeO$_2$[111] relation. See figure 5.10 A, B, and C respectively.

![Figure 5.10: XRD measurements of cerium oxide deposited in different environments. A) 6’ argon; B) 1’ argon + 5’ oxygen; C) 6’ oxygen.](image)

Further investigation of the argon deposited sample with TEM show a small silicon oxide layer between silicon and cerium oxide in figure 5.11. The diffraction pattern shows a (111) relation of cerium oxide with silicon. The spots marked with circles indicate silicon (001) orientation. The rest indicate cerium oxide (111) orientation.

![Figure 5.11: Left) TEM cross-section of a cerium oxide layer. Target-substrate surface = 42 mm. Right) TEM diffraction pattern of a cerium oxide layer.](image)

Surface images taken with AFM show a very smooth surface of cerium oxide deposited layers. Figure 5.12 shows an AFM image of a cerium oxide layer deposited for six minutes in an oxygen environment.
Figure 5.12: AFM picture of CeO$_2$ deposited for six minutes in an oxygen environment. Note that these pictures are taken with Nanoscope III software.
5.4 SRO deposition

5.4.1 Deposition on YSZ

An in-situ deposition of SRO was performed on a pre-deposited 100 nm thick YSZ layer. The YSZ layer included a 24 seconds deposition in an argon environment. Figure 5.13 shows a Si[001]/SRO[110]cubic or Si[010]/SRO[001]orthorhombic relation. The 2θ value of the SRO peaks indicates a cell parameter of 3.93 Å.

![Figure 5.13: XRD measurement of SRO electrode deposited on 24" argon time epitaxial YSZ layer.](image)

An AFM measurement of the surface of this sample indicates a rough surface. Differences in height can be as high as eight nanometers. The line in the upper picture of figure 5.14 indicates the direction and area of the cross-section.

![Figure 5.14: AFM measurements of a 100 nm thick SRO electrode on a pre-deposited 100 nm thick YSZ layer.](image)
5.4.2 Deposition on cerium oxide buffered with YSZ

An in-situ deposition of SRO was performed on a pre-deposited cerium oxide layer buffered with YSZ. The YSZ layer included a 24 seconds deposition in an argon environment. Figure 5.15 shows a Si[001]//SRO[110]_cubic or Si[010]//SRO[001]_orthorhombic relation. As in paragraph 5.4.1, the 2θ value of the SRO peaks indicates a cell parameter of 3.93 Å. Cerium oxide peaks cannot be seen in this graph. AFM data is not available.

![Figure 5.15: XRD measurement of a Si|YSZ|CeO2|SRO multilayer.](image-url)
5.5 PZT Deposition

5.5.1 Si | YSZ | SRO | PZT

A multilayer of YSZ | SRO | PZT on silicon has been prepared in-situ. The YSZ layer included a 24 seconds deposition in an argon environment, but a longer oxygen deposition time than mentioned in chapter 4. The YSZ layer is for this sample 300 nm. Figure 5.17 shows a Si[001]/PZT[110] relation.

Figure 5.17: XRD measurement of PZT on SRO|YSZ|Si epitaxial multilayer.

Further investigation of this sample with TEM, shows a good epitaxial relation between SRO and PZT. In figure 5.17, grains within the SRO layer are continued through the PZT layer. PZT itself shows a columnar growth. The TEM diffraction pattern shows an (001) oriented YSZ plane. The arrows indicate a SRO and PZT plane, which are parallel to the [110] plane of silicon.

Figure 5.17: TEM cross-section and diffraction pictures from a Si|YSZ|SRO|PZT layer.

The surface of PZT is measured with AFM. Figure 5.18 shows a rough PZT surface together with a cross-section. The line in the upper picture of figure 5.18 indicates the direction and area of the cross-section.
Figure 5.18: AFM measurement of a PZT surface deposited on a Si|YSZ|SRO multilayer.
5.5.2 Si | YSZ | CeO₂ | SRO | PZT

A multilayer of YSZ | CeO₂ | SRO on silicon has been prepared in-situ. The YSZ layer included a 24 seconds deposition in an argon environment. A PZT deposition was performed ex-situ. PZT layer has a thickness of 300 nm. Figure 5.19 shows a Si[001]/PZT[110] relation. Cerium oxide peaks cannot be seen in this graph.

Figure 5.19: XRD measurement of PZT deposited on a Si|YSZ|CeO₂|SRO multilayer.

Further investigation of this sample with TEM, shows a good epitaxial relation between SRO and PZT. In figure 5.20, grains within the SRO layer are continued through the PZT layer. PZT itself shows a columnar growth. Cerium oxide and YSZ seem indistinguishable.

No AFM data is present, but the top of the PZT surface shows larger contours than in figure 5.17.

Figure 5.20: TEM cross-section of a Si|YSZ|CeO₂|SRO|PZT multilayer.
6. Discussion

Silicon oxide
Native silicon oxide is present on the surface of a wafer or sample. Etching with 1% HF solution is therefore necessary.

Early stage oxidation of silicon is attributed to an oxygen concentration in the ultra-pure rinse water of a few ppm [10-12]. In this work, the oxygen concentration is unknown but it is likely that this concentration exceeds the concentrations used in the references. The oxidation of the hydrogen-terminated surface can therefore occur faster if the oxygen concentration in the rinse water is higher.

The AFM picture made of a surface that is hydrogen-terminated shows features of several nanometers on the surface. Whether this is a contamination or the etching procedure did not remove all silicon oxide is unknown. On average the surface appears to be smooth and the proposed etching mechanism of silicon oxide with hydrogen fluoride appears to be valid.

From contact angle measurements, a hydrogen fluoride surface is more hydrophobic than a surface of native oxide. This increased contact angle due to hydrophobic interactions indicates the presence of hydrogen atoms of the surface. If the coverage of the surface with hydrogen is complete, is unknown. AFM measurements and contact angle measurements do not give a conclusive answer.

A sample is measured after heating from RT to 800 °C and cooling from 800 °C to RT without ramping. The value of the advancing contact angle shows that the surface re-oxidized. The exact moment in time at which the oxygen forms is unknown. From literature it is clear that the hydrogen on an etched sample evaporates at 300 °C, enters the passive oxidation regime and consecutive the active regime. When cooled from 800 °C to RT, the sample is a longer period of time in the passive oxidation regime. The equations representing the passive and active oxidation regimes have no rate constant, thus kinetics are unknown. The proposed mechanism for active silicon oxidation is based on silicon bond angle and silicon bond length calculations i.e. energy levels. Again, rate constants are unknown.

YSZ deposition
The graph in figure 5.6 should be interpreted carefully. It shows a maximum of YSZ intensities or number of counts in the silicon (001) direction. The values are normalized to the highest silicon intensity. However, other orientations can be present, which are not detected by the XRD apparatus. The TEM diffraction pattern in figure 5.7 of a sample deposited in an argon environment for 48 seconds is a good illustration, showing different orientations of YSZ besides the main (001) orientation. If an YSZ deposition of 24 seconds in an argon environment has maximum epitaxial crystalline orientation with the silicon substrate is not known.

The ‘oxygen scavenging’ theory proofs to be helpful to understand the dependence on argon deposition time. TEM results are presented for samples of 24 and 48 seconds of argon environment depositions. Assuming a constant thickness of silicon oxide present prior to any deposition, a given amount of ablated YSZ in argon is needed to scavenge all silicon oxide. When this critical amount (‘argon time’ in this work) is surpassed, zirconium oxide is not able to grow epitaxially with the given PLD settings used. Assuming that non-epitaxial zirconium phases are formed but do not cover the whole surface, consecutive YSZ depositions in oxygen will have a
worse epitaxial relation. In fact the picture below representing oxygen scavenging shows the ideal situation.

![Figure 6.1: Proposed initial growth process of YSZ under 1.3·10^{-5} bar oxygen pressure and 900 °C [4].](image)

HREM pictures show silicon oxide thickness of 3 and 2.9 nm. If the oxygen is scavenged from the silicon surface, this silicon oxide layer should not be present. An explanation can be the ionic transport of oxygen through the YSZ lattice at elevated temperatures. When depositing at 800 °C YSZ in an oxygen environment it transports oxygen through its lattice towards silicon, were it re-oxidizes the silicon surface. It is also possible that during switching from an argon environment to an oxygen environment (in-situ), oxygen ions diffuse trough the thin film (2-10 nm) of YSZ previous deposited in argon.

The AFM pictures show a relatively smooth surface of the deposited YSZ layers. The height differences are sufficiently small to continue deposition of electrode material.

**Cerium oxide deposition**

According to paragraph 3.3, coulombic interactions between an oxygen atom of silicon oxide and a cerium atom favor an (111) orientation. All measured samples presented in paragraph 5.3 show a Si[001]//CeO\(_2\)[111] relation, despite variation in deposition environments. The XRD intensity of cerium oxide (111) is even highest for a sample deposited solely in an argon environment. This can indicate that coulombic interactions between ablated cerium atoms and oxygen from the silicon oxide can be assumed. If the cerium oxide posses oxygen vacancies due to lack of oxygen has not been measured and remains unknown.

In two samples, one deposited in argon and the other in argon for one minute plus five minutes in oxygen, a cerium oxide (511) orientation is detected. One possibility for this (511) orientation is the loss of stoichiometry in cerium oxide due to lack of oxygen in the deposition environment. The phase diagram shows a delta-phase besides the stoichiometrically correct alpha phase. If this is indeed responsible for an (511) orientation is uncertain. Further information about this delta phase is lacking.

TEM measurements of an argon environment deposition of cerium oxide agree with a Si[001]//CeO\(_2\)[001] relation. The small scattering of points can indicate small grains of different orientations, such as (511). In addition, the TEM picture of this sample shows a thin silicon oxide layer between silicon and cerium oxide. This supports the possibility of coulombic interactions between cerium atoms and oxygen atoms, thus influencing the crystalline orientation of cerium oxide. This picture indicates a presence of silicon oxide before starting deposition, while cerium oxide shows no ‘oxygen scavenging’ capabilities like YSZ.
An AFM picture of a cerium oxide layer deposited in an oxygen environment is very smooth, almost perfect to continue electrode deposition, despite the (111) orientation.

**SRO deposition**
The in-situ SRO deposition on an YSZ layer shows a YSZ[001]/SRO[110]cubic relation. This relation is the rectangle-on-cube relation as described in paragraph 3.4. The (110) plane of the pseudo cube is the (200) plane of the orthorhombic lattice in picture 3.4. The orthorhombic (200) plane is tilted 90° onto the YSZ layer. Figure 6.2 shows a schematic cross-section of this relation between YSZ and SRO. Whether strontium atoms or ruthenate atoms are responsible for the rectangle-on-cube relation is not known and cannot be concluded from literature or performed measurements.

The 0-2θ scan in paragraph 5.4.2, figure 5.15 does not indicate a presence of crystalline cerium oxide. SRO reflections in this graph are less detectable than a Si | YSZ | SRO layer. It is plausible the cerium oxide layer was deposited amorphous onto the YSZ buffer layer. The deposition parameters could not be sufficient for an epitaxial relation between YSZ and cerium oxide. On the other hand, if cerium oxide is deposited epitaxially on YSZ, thus having a YSZ[001]/CeO2[001] relation, it is difficult to see from XRD this pattern because of the close lattice match of silicon and cerium oxide. The intensity of the silicon (004) peak is not larger than the intensity of the sample with only a deposited YSZ layer, so there should be the same number of counts for (004) planes. This agrees with the idea of an amorphous cerium oxide layer.

However, SRO partially has the (110) pseudo-cubic orientation, despite the amorphous cerium oxide layer. If this SRO (110) orientation is maybe energetically favorable or PLD settings as presented in paragraph 4 are not sufficient to grow SRO epitaxially is unknown and needs further attention.

![Figure 6.2: Schematic cross-section of the rectangle-on-cube relation of SRO and YSZ.](image)

The AFM measurement of a SRO layer deposited on YSZ shows a particular rough surface while SRO should have a layer-by-layer growth, thus having a flat surface. It is a possibility that the deposition temperature at 600 °C is not sufficient to have a large enough surface mobility of atoms during deposition. No AFM data is presented of the CeO2 | SRO sample, due to tip effects in the measurements. This problem was not solved accordingly.

Finally, (002) and (004) reflections of YSZ are clear in both XRD graphs, indicating a reproducible process for epitaxial YSZ deposition.
PZT deposition
From XRD measurements and TEM combined, PZT shows a strong epitaxial relation with SRO. This indicates that the SRO-PZT relation is not a main issue, rather the orientation of the electrode. If there is a possibility of a Si[001]/SRO[001] relation, PZT deposition should result in a Si[001]/PZT[001] relation.

Columnar growth of PZT is detected with TEM analysis and supported by an AFM measurement. This is the ordinary growth mode for PZT.

In figure 5.20, cerium oxide seems to have an epitaxial relation with YSZ, although amorphous cerium oxide was discussed earlier. Again, no peak broadening or intensifying was registered at the silicon (004) peak.

If piezoresponses of (110) oriented PZT are sufficient for device applications has not been measured.

Finally, the (002) and (004) reflections of YSZ are clear in both XRD graphs, indicating a reproducible process for epitaxial YSZ deposition

General remarks

1) Orientation of YSZ versus the deposition time in an argon environment was performed at constant temperature (800 °C), argon gas pressure and flow (0.020 mbar, 10 ml/min), and oxygen gas pressure and flow (0.021 mbar, 10 ml/min). Laser fluency, frequency, and spot size are constant. Besides argon deposition time other dependencies were investigated, such as temperature and oxygen gas pressure (with or without a pre-deposition in argon), as well as for YSZ as for cerium oxide. In addition, the same can be applied to SRO and PZT. Unfortunately, time was not available to investigate all these parameters for different materials. Based on results that were made, changing time for deposition in argon was the most promising, especially for YSZ, since it is supported by literature. In addition, finding the ideal overall PLD settings to start YSZ experiments had to be done first. PLD settings of cerium oxide were interpreted from literature. PLD settings of SRO and PZT were copied from group members

2) Investigating the silicon oxidation did not shed a new light on the oxidation problem. Only the presence of the silicon oxide layer is certain. One possible cause of further oxidation of the silicon surface is omitted in the discussion: At 800 °C and, before deposition, the target is pre-ablated in argon to remove contaminants. Argon gas is used to prevent (further) thermal oxidation of silicon. To avoid deposition of material during pre-ablation, a shutter is placed in the path of the plasma plume. Since all materials are oxides, there is no guarantee molecular oxygen will not be formed in the plume. It is possible that this pre-ablation even contributes to the oxidation of silicon before starting the actual deposition.

3) The samples used are cut from a large wafer in pieces of 5×5 mm². It is assumed that for this sample size the distribution of deposited material is uniform i.e. the thickness of the layer does not change throughout the sample.
7. Conclusions & Recommendations

In this work, the integration of PZT on silicon by Pulsed Laser Deposition has been studied. YSZ and cerium oxide function as buffer materials and SRO functions as electrode material. Focus was on the buffer layers, especially YSZ and its ‘oxygen scavenging’ capabilities. Related to this subject is the formation of silicon oxide on the substrate surface.

Several conclusions are drawn from results and discussions:

- Silicon oxide is present on sample surfaces prior to depositions. This is supported TEM analysis, which show a presence of silicon oxide in every sample. When this is layer is formed during the process is unknown;
- Si[001]/YSZ[001] relation is realized. Depositing in an argon environment, followed by an oxygen deposition, can control YSZ epitaxy, depending on deposition time. In this work, a 24 seconds argon deposition shows a maximum of epitaxy. This is explained by the capability of YSZ to incorporate oxygen atoms from silicon oxide into it own lattice. This phenomenon is called ‘oxygen scavenging’. Figure 7.1 shows the argon time versus number of counts of YSZ (002) and (004) reflections, normalized to silicon reflections of the sample;
- This YSZ deposition is reproducible according to PLD settings in chapter 4;
- Si[001]/CeO₂[111] relation is influenced by oxygen stoichiometry. Interactions of silicon oxide with deposited cerium oxide are responsible for this relation;

![Intensity VS. Argon time](image-url)

**Figure 7.1**: YSZ intensities normalized to silicon intensities versus deposition time of YSZ in argon gas. Diamonds represent (002) reflections of epitaxial YSZ; cubes represent (004) reflections of epitaxial YSZ. Note the logarithmic y-axis
• YSZ[001]/SRO[110]_{cubic} and SRO[110]_{cubic}/PZT[110] relations are detected. PZT shows a strong epitaxial dependence on SRO crystalline orientations;
• The realization of a Si[001]/PZT[001] relation has not been realized, rather a Si[001]/PZT[110] relation has been realized.

Based on these conclusions, **recommendations** can be made for future research.

• Silicon oxide formation on substrate surfaces should be investigated with in-situ techniques, like RHEED or in-situ AFM;
• To complete the graph in figure 7.1, more measurements should be performed.
• Piezoresponce measurements should be performed to determine if PZT (110) is suitable for actuation devices.
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